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About This Game

Close Combat: Panthers in the Fog details the desperate German counter-attack at Mortain, the last chance of the Wehrmacht to
stave off defeat in Normandy.

Can you match the tenacity of the American defenders of Hill 314? Or can you succeed where the Panzers failed,
driving through to the sea and changing history?

Play single battles, linked operations, or even the Grand campaign simulating all six crucial days of fighting. With 35 linked
battlefields and historically accurate formations and units, strategic choices are as important as tactical prowess. New features of
long-range interdiction, strategic high ground and adverse weather conditions bring an insight into the challenges faced by those

who commanded both sides in this pivotal WW2 battle.

Command your forces on the strategic level, issuing orders to battalion or regimental-sized units to attack or defend, and
allocate air or artillery support. Then fight out the resulting engagements in a highly-detailed, real-time simulation of World War
II tactical combat. The results of the tactical battle determine who controls each area, and where they can move at the strategic

level.

For the Allies the Normandy landings of June were followed by two months of hard fighting in difficult terrain against a
tenacious German defense. But in late July the U.S. Army’s Operation Cobra has finally created a decisive breach in the

weakened German line. Patton’s 3rd Army races through the opening along the western coast of France and into the clear,
driving for the Brittany Ports. Faced with the choice between retreat and last-ditch counter-attack, the Germans struggle to

assemble a panzer force for one more charge. Can the Germans move quickly enough to overcome a desperate situation, push
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through to Avranches on the French coast, and cut off Patton’s racing spearheads? Or will the thinly stretched Americans troops
screening Patton’s flank be able to hold out, regroup, and hold the vital lifeline open?

FEATURES

Completely redone and revitalized 32-bit graphics give the game an all-new look and feel.

Issues orders to your major units on a strategic level, and then fight each engagement at the tactical level.

Accurately depicts World War II tactical warfare and its challenges in real-time.

Proven psychological model influences the behavior of your men in combat.

Each individual soldier may tire, gain experience, and gain or lose morale after every battle. Manage your forces and
preserve your veteran soldiers to field the most effective force possible.

Includes a wide variety of historical squads, weapons, vehicles, aircraft, and artillery.

Mount troops or guns on vehicles during tactical battles.

Accurate and realistic equipment modeling.

Weather conditions, including night and fog influence the battle at all levels.

Use strategic-level air and artillery interdiction to block or slow the movement of enemy forces.

Call in close air support, mortar support, and indirect fire support at the tactical level.

Integrated multi-player lobby and match-making forums.

Enhanced Scenario Editor - Create your own "what if" Scenarios.

A host of adjustable game settings including speed scroll speed, sound volume, and UI layout.

Enhanced to run well on modern DirectX systems

Enjoy the huge variety of modifications available from the Close Combat Community providing years of additional
gaming pleasure.
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Title: Close Combat - Panthers in the Fog
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Matrix Games
Publisher:
Slitherine Ltd.
Release Date: 19 Nov, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+ / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 800 MHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256MB Video RAM, DirectX 9 compatible and capable of 1024 x 768 resolution or higher.

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: 16-bit DirectX 9 compatible sound card

Additional Notes: An Internet connection is required for 2-player head to head play.

English
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Great little casual puzzle game.

The puzzles are randomly generated (with a total of 1.74 x 10^26 possible levels), but they're still really fun and feel really well
designed. The gameplay at the start is pretty easy to understand and new mechanics are added regularly to keep it fresh and
make it more and more complicated as you progress.

The artstyle and sound design isn't for everyone, with the weird music and visual noise, but I personnally really liked it! It has
some kind of strange creepy vibe that makes it very different from other casual puzzle games.

Overall I really enjoyed this game. It isn't too complicated, but it also doesn't hold your hand, you have to figure out the new
mechanics by yourself. It's also infinite, the levels aren't too long, and getting in the game is pretty quick, so even after getting
all the achievements it's still a fun game that you can launch once in a while to play for a couple of minutes.

For more reviews like this, follow Indie Puzzle Games Curator Page.. Game has huge Potenial but the Controls are
clunky and kinda laggy especially in Multiplayer.
I love Cyperpunk and all that Style but it doesnt really looks that great but it can be really awesome game in the Future.
was worth the $1.99? probably not did I still get it? yes. Ape Out would have been like the 3rd coolest Flash game in
2005. $15 isn't much, but it's still too steep for what you get here. The "oooh it's neat and music is also neato" factor
wears off after about 22 minutes. Get it on a Steam sale for like 7 bucks if you feel the need to play it.

Needs a ton more variety. Maybe a puzzle or two or at the very least some environmental traps to throw enemies into.
Would also be nice to have some collectibles or a handful of items to interact with. Game is less varied than Streets of
Rage or Final fight. Game is all style, no substance.. This song features an error in the transcription, and will dock you
for playing the song correctly. Verified by watching multiple videos of silverchair playing the song in question.

Still worth the purchase to learn a great song.. What a fun game. After ten minutes of play I was sweating bullets Great
leg workout....ahahaha...for real.
Great potential for upgrading...How about options for NHL uniforms....moving players...and swithcing between shooter
and goalie.....and an option for coming out of the net and kicking the crap out of the forwards? LOL
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Apparently a clicking smartphone game..

To be honest, this game ain't worth the money i payed for it. I guess if you want cards, you could buy it for those..

Not Recommended. WANSHI IS THE CUTEST CINNAMON ROLL!. Fun game. With some updates and bug fixes I think it
can fill the Bomberman void on PC.. Pretty decent game so far. Still has a long way to go before it's a full "game", though. But,
when you buy early access, this is to be expected. My biggest complaint so far is with crafting. Unless I'm missing something,
you can only craft one of anything. So, if you need to make 50 boards, expect to open the crafting interface from the beginning
50 times. There should also be some way to mark your headquarters. Hopefully the developer will flesh this game out more and
not leave it in developer hell like so many early access games get.. Metal Drish (Fargus). If you were ever beaten up for your
lunch money as a kid, you know what if feels like to play this game. The pirates are annoying bullies and ruined this game for
me. I spent more hours on Patrician 3 than any game I've ever played, and due to the mixed reviews, I waited for this game to be
on sale before trying it. I made sure the "Pirate Activity" was set to "Low" before I started the campaign, I didn't like them in
the previous game and never had any interest in manual battles. The pirates in this version are even more irritating than Patrician
3 and ruin the fun of the game. I was forced to abandon the campaign several hours in when the fifth pirate appeared. At that
point there was a total of six ports blocked, and I spent a ton of money and time trying to build a convoy that would help get rid
of them, only to have it fail completely. After giving up on the campaign, I thought maybe the setting was ignored unless you
were in Free Play, so I started a new game. Three hours in, I have a pirate ship that is blockading my home port and pillaging
every ship that goes in or out. That is considered a "Low" amount of activity. I spent over an hour searching for a mod to get rid
of the pirates, to no avail. It seems to be a common complaint, but all I can find is instruction for editing game files to make
them weaker in manual battles. I've never edited game files before, but I guess I'll give it a shot, and maybe I can still play. I'll be
honest, if someone could offer a mod that works, I would pay for it at this point, I am so frustrated. This game is bad for my
blood pressure.. Don't get suckered in by the video provided.

This game is literally flawed on it's major selling point: using your library of music.

The game was deisgned at a point in time before new Windows 7 came to the market, so it was clearly designed when Vista
came out. The menu system that is meant to search out you music is entirely and utterly flawed. You can get it to work, it is just
difficult, and will not do expansive libraries\/folders for whatever reasoning, there is the limitation in file formats, etc. Maybe it
works on Vista flawlessly, but the Windows market is already mainly on Windows 7 or Windows 8 these days for the majority.

The rest of the game works for me just fine, however, being limited to the game's default tracks makes replayability horrid and
as is the game doesn't have any 'jazz' to its visuals and you just rotate your sphere of spheres on an axis to match incoming rays.
Shallow as could be.

As I stated back in January in the community discussion for this game, unless you are looking for ideas from a dev perspective
and find this on sale for under $1, I wouldn't recommend this game.

It sits in my library as a reminder to me, review and find solid ground for each purchase before making the purchase.. A great
ARPG that you should definitely play if you like Torchlight and Diablo.
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